GIANT.............
I am a realist. I may go anytime. So I have to write this as I have had one too many close
shaves.
I have been an author of what some would say a great discovery which should have been
celebrated by the British people and the world. Instead for 20 years I got persecuted,
taunted, tormented, tortured and then lived traumatised and for years ........
Imagine my life in civilised London has consisted of:









Too many false attempts at having me institionalised in Hospitals.
Several attempts at having me pauperised by falsely spiking high all my bills.
Making all my interactions with the public appear confrontational
Several and severe attacks on my physical and mental health using highly classified
know how.
The destruction of my marriage.
The estrangement of my daughter.
Several attempts at having me killed.
And now attempts are being made at making me homeless and insane.

It’s been a cruel and diabolical replication of a high tech lynching and still is be done by the
team effort of groups of multi racial and multi religious security/intelligence operatives.
Britain being the very willing, keen and cruel host country waiting patiently for my death
and shamelessly shifting the goal post after each period of failed attempts ....hoping it
happens at next attempt.
My native Nigeria is actively involved too as ethnic/tribal sentiments has played its hidden
hand. I mean essentially by the Northern Hausa/Hausa/Fulani controlled Government of
Nigeria. And then there were loads and loads of small man with green issues on my back
and made by you the so called British Monarchy and KKK elite who “maxed” the green
(Jealousy) factor. Re: English, the language of the gods.... and the Sept 11 saga........and
hoped these men/women with vulgar and base appetites would try to kill me one way or
the other. And they have done just that and in too many ways and too many times. For
example sabotaging my “Godhood-ship an Indian religious phenomenon. And the sabotage
of my rejuvenation process by Asian Doctors. Re: Egyptian text.
I should have been given a break Queen Elisabeth as the world watches....the world sees.
Pursuing me to kill me and for 20 years? Come on, you and the race you are representing
will never be taken into good reckoning if anything further happens to me or my family.
Remember I am not only the Royal Sceptre but also the very basis by which Royalty was
established as the Sun god. Re: Egyptian texts.
It hasn’t been easy still yet I am still delivering this piece.
The dream for Africa is now known. We are delivering Africa of our dreams. Visually we
have the Dumebi by Rema video (Re: My facebook Post of 15 Dec 2019) as an example of the
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quality of life we desire for our children. And then there are the proud, defiant fashion
statements of the “Sapeur” of the Zaire/Congo as the desired standard too for the ordinary
masses. These 2 represent roughly the 2 main classes of people we should have in Africa in
the future.... both clearly reflecting decent and dignified lifestyles.
We are Africans and of the richest continent on Earth. We can afford it and we can afford
it......E-a-s-y!. As we have an abundance of natural and human resources in Africa. All we
have to do is organise and mobilise. To that effect I have a package of plans that can deliver
just that. Please see my Facebook Post of 7th of July 2019. I mean there is.......
1. Project Aje Butter –For plentiful Food and Clothing.
2. Project little Britain – Relocation to Morocco ( Emergency evacuation plan)
3. The African Solution – Trans African Modern railway and Trans African highway
together with giant Rosewood trees.
4. Kunkuru – Best African Achievers project. ( e.g. Housing project for the best black
achievers of America, Caribbean, Europe, Africa to be built in coastal west Africa of
republic or Benin or Togo.)
5. Tourist Cruise Project. (America – Caribbean – Africa – Europe.)
I christened the package I dreamt up - Giant. A number of the Projects have been on the
Prime Minister of Britain’s desk, Boris Johnson and for months. And yeah, we share a
mutual friend in Ancil Barclay who happens to be a prominent member of the Afro
Caribbean community here in London.
With the way things are going and have been going for a long time I made evacuation plans
and plans which I included the Afro Caribbean community here in London/Britain, in. It’s
included in a Project plan I titled...Project little Britain..
Project little Britain – is basically an Emergency evacuation and relocation to
Morocco/Africa plan in case of something like an environmental disaster caused by climatic
conditions like a flood. Or even something like the CoVID-19 pandemic or worse which i
will write about later......
Anyway the options I prepared for the Afro Caribbean community would then be:
1. Relocate to Morocco/Africa with other Africans.
2. Relocate to the Caribbean.
3. Stay back in Britain.
Project little Britain obviously goes ahead, with the well appreciated consent of the king of
Morocco and his people.
I would be lying if I say Giant is only a package. It’s also a yearning aspiration of a people
that feel it, know it and have always sensed one day they will get BACK there. Call it a vibe
black people have of their real self worth and place in history to walk once again as we once
did....and as giants.
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Remember the powerfully emotive reggae song by Peter Tosh –“ As long as you are a black
man you are an African.” That spirit/re-awakening of Pan Africanism has come back. Or
rather I have tried to evoke it. And I feel it’s at work. It’s another time and another
generation and this time blessed with concrete and rooted plans packaged as Giant!
And Giant is indeed what we have to do for our survival as a race. I say no more on this one
for now...........
The Politics of Money
The Banking family dynasty of the Rothschild’s ride around the West and the rest of the
world with so much privilege, power and influence and deliver nothing back but chaos,
disorder, disease and death.
Imagine THEY and their cronies gave us the September 11 twin towers destruction and the
accompanying plane crashes in America that year if you don’t know America. And THEY
and their cronies financed World War II. And when the time came they covered their tracks
in a court set up in India.
The Rothchilds and their affiliated subordinates built the military industrial complex of
America/Europe and in turn imbued the culture of heavy investments in war and modern
day warfare where cities and cities are destroyed and multitudes of people are killed and all
for sacrifice to Amun/Lucifer/Amoon to appease him and ward off perceived misfortune
and death.
For example look at the monstrous edifice called CIA headquarters in Langley, America
which believe or not I had to save from a nuclear bomb suitcase. I had to Guys.....think, if it
had gone off. Anyway the CIA agents are known as the secret warriors of the Aryan race
and one of their aims is to destroy the black family. Proof....here I am years later with mine
once the envy of the world destroyed.
Mine was destroyed with their help either in part or whole....I was informed last year....and
after saving their behinds. George Tenet was in charge in 2001 when I saved the CIA
headquarters. At the time i think i demanded covert acknowledgement and confirmation
that the nuclear bomb suitcase threat was indeed real and that they had found it. They did
just that and sent me an acknowledgement and confirmation by email including George
Tenet’s photo image. And that quite frankly became another situation where I shrugged
my shoulders indifferently and walked calmly and casually away...... from.
It again is another reason why I am championing advice we withdraw from this race as a
whole. I wrote the paper – English, the language of the gods. I saved CIA headquarters and
that same year saved your Queen from certain death as they were going to have her and
Prince Philip killed for the crazy stunt of sending the Nuclear bomb suitcase in the first
place. Yes,It was a wild time.
Again I had to Guys. I mean save them. They were going to kill them and blame/frame me
for it ....Guys . And so i did what I had to. Save the lives of Prince Charles’s folks/parents
and I did a whole lot more then. .........it was the year 2001 and ran to 2003. Again to the
admiration and respect of some and to the bitter envy and jealousy of others........
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Still yet to prove you are cool dudes and death merchants or something stupid you went
ahead and destroyed my family. It’s why I said here in my Facebook posts from clear
observation and experience, Aryans are – Bloodthirsty, cowardly and wicked....and will
prove to be stupid down the line. As they have clearly proven they cannot be trusted before
the eyes of the entire world.
Aryans love to banter round words like honour, chivalry and trust. Well It’s being 20 years
and you achieved this,.....the destruction of my family and in a well resourced 20 year
campaign.
Again the issue of the Rothchilds duplicity and guilt in financing WWII I clearly made
known to Israel/Jews in the 2001 -2003 period and leaves me now wondering where are the
famed Jewish/Israeli Nazi hunters who chase people well into their 90’s to bring them to
justice?
The Rothschild’s spider web of corruption within the Western Establishment has to be
broken once and for all. If not America/Europe, the Aryan race will continue to be their
money making cannon fodder and used to sacrifice masses of people. They should also
investigate all their very many distinguished fronts – Companies and Institutions. e.g. IMF.
And the policies and causes they represent. You will find they are nearly always geared
towards negativity or at least compared to what I am presenting.
The question that needs to be generally known is who financed Hitler? Prescott Bush - grand
father of Geogre Bush Junior, and Jews like – the Warburgs, Rothschild e.t.c. And so AntiSemitism should no longer be used as an excuse to frustrate investigations into crimes
against humanity just like the holocaust cannot be used as an excuse by Jews to perpetuate
crimes against humanity and be absolved of it.
It should be made known money is being printed.......with today’s advances in printing
technology a kid in the west working from his parents garage may produce paper money.
Again there are too many rumours of this being done. As an example a paper trail points to
Western banking giant – Rothchild French division. There are no doubt many others. And
as a result little or less confidence is now found in paper money.
These issues were known high up and so other alternatives were in the pipeline such as
cashlessness (Cashless Society) and cryto-currency and these were made to look more and
more attractive.
There has been a Cash lessness or cash less society program planned here in the West, no
doubt involving the Rothchild banking family dynasty. Cash lessness or the cash less
society is not the way forward for us in Africa as this has been planned by the West and for
decades and is due to be formally introduced soon. We/Africa must have an answer to it.
As It leaves the West with too many advantages over us in Africa or the Caribbean. It has
to be Trade by barter for now as an interim choice. Remember trade by barter an old African
trading approach was revisited and used in modern times in the “Oil for goods” Iraq
arrangement. This approach has to be used until other options are exhaustively examined
and an equally simple and sensible economic alternative is introduced.
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Guys, crypto currency is all about thievery for the more technologically aware. So that those
who are better informed technologically can take advantage of others who are less so. And
they have their eyes set on the developing world to re exploit.
Guys, paper money is being fragrantly printed and that’s why it’s used to prep up too many
clandestine untraceable Western projects and Kill-and-Go operations in Africa like Ebola.
And there is also the issue of paper money that is fragrantly printed in ghost mints then
being used to facilitate loans to African Governments that lead to debt or debt slavery. It’s a
scandal! It’s a scam. A mega big super duper 419 scam.....Guys, Wake up! And wake up
quick.....
So many issues.... so much poverty and inequality. Too many imbalances and hitches in the
system I figured long time ago the world system needed re-jigging and overhauling..
The global system overhaul at topmost level should include.
1. Economic re-evaluation of currencies
2. Commodity re-pricing
3. Cancellation of paper money
I say no more on this one for now......
The Politics of Race and Religion
As far as worship goes there is only Christ to worship. And Christ to God. Singular God
worship was known to be pro white and ended up either in the air as Amuns/lucifer
worship or down below as the red earths/Geb aka Allah worship. The research has been
done by yours truly. And so this had to change and it was changed some worth as
Amuns/lucifer personality which is negative was substituted with a positive one. I say no
more on this.
I am risking a lot but it is my calling and therefore responsibility to tell you all this. Eshu is
the Yoruba messenger god. And Melchizedek is Warrior, Priest and King. I do not care to
repeat what I have written here but it is the truth. And it’s that simple.
It is the fabulously pretentious RADA (Britsh Drama School) trained Prince Charles who
employs demons (Human) to subdue and cower innocent dignitaries ......the BITCH and
luciferian puppet of the Rothchilds who is responsible to where i am now. So also the rest of
the British/European monarchy and successive British Prime Ministers.
Credit to Prince Charles he did poison Diana’s children, William and Harry with KKK
Ideology. Persuading and encouraging them to physically ingest KKK mad maggot milk
and with Amun/Luciferian spiritually which they are now completely sold to it. And so
conclusively they and their families are certainly not getting my endorsement. They should
stop dreaming about it.
You should all know the Sceptre is the King of 2 lands. Re: Egyptian text. And I do have
dual nationality of Britain and Nigeria. However you all should know Royalty is an earthly
concept frowned upon by God and with reason. Re: 1 Samuel 8:10 – 18.
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And so you may make a note of this for me and no more. I intend to take the same quality
of my Christian life or better to the grave. Please always remind me and do not let me fall
below the standard I set for myself. Re: Mark 12:30 -31.
You young ones should all know history has not been written the way it was.
We, Black African people once came to Europe as Kings with posses/groups of people
which included our own expert specialists like medicine men, warriors, cooks,
spiritualists.....it was different then.
We were received but we left each time knowing White men were intimidated by us and a
lot feared us. Things haven’t changed much with Aryans as they embrace Amun because
they see him as aggressively pro white.
Africa and the world as a whole was different then. Slavery took a lot from Black people.
Imagine 400 years of a state of emergency in Africa. Thats what we went through with 400
years of slavery. It’s a miracle that we are still around today. With much of our
gifted/talented/skilled people lost as a result together with much of our tradition and
culture.
White folk you don’t know what we go through working with you....truthfully we are
confined, restricted and restrained in your world in terms of talent and ability and then in
turn spitefully resented for it behind closed doors. This is evidently revealed in the bitter
green should i say niggerisation and ghettorisation of our talented youths in music videos
by White/Jewish directors/producers.
The luciferian/Faustian contracting reflects even more sinister bitter contempt, jealousy and
hatred for Black people that is mind bugling and has to be investigated with the methods
and techniques used by White/Jewish directors/producers made known and in the least
those guilty publicly shamed using different vehicles likes muiltiple news reports and high
quality investigative documentaries.
The luciferian/Faustian contracting and the visual niggerisation and ghettorisation is very
wide spread in the music industry and it is sad that it is reluctantly accepted by ignorant,
vulnerable and gullible black youths eager for recognition or fame.
Now I am hearing so called innocent White folk saying they thought it was just Blacks being
blacks in niggerised and ghettorised music videos which were expensively produced and
well publicised by White/Jewish directors/producers. Sorry but we are not buying that
because you know and aware of everything we do as black people in the West or even in
Africa. Re: Western Intelligence.
Whichever way Black people all over the world I reckon we leave the mighty Aryans to their
warring and we go peacefully to back to Africa. And all in our own time we build Africa
and we go back to Africa.
And I have more reasons than one for saying this other than for our preservation and
survival. It is another reason why I made plans for the evacuation and migration of black
people ( African and African carribean) from Britain to Morocco. Re: Project little Britain.
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A reason is that KKK moon boys had many many times amplified and embedded KKK
ideology and personality in the fabric of Western culture/society which is viciously pro
white and wickedly anti black figuring it works for them and so why not many more times
apply it......which they did. Even though blood sacrifice is a part of their deal they did just
that and to the point there will be an Infestation and epidemic of blood thirsty Aryans
looking for trouble and blood using all kinds of excuses/ruses.
They went as far as even privately infusing it into their beings. Re: Mad maggot milk. It’s
why we have so called vampires and the cool proliferation of their content on western TV
and set up as a trend to entice White young ones. Real life vampires are all over the place
wearing professional garbs, walking around as the elite and even so called Royals. I did
warn of an impending infestation and then epidemic on my Facebook page. It is why I
advised blood tests and vital signs checks to sauce them out. You could say there was a plan
to take us/blacks out of the equation using this approach.
The plan has always been focused and geared towards us black people as their primary
prey/victims but was diverted by loki. Yeah, I have been busy..... You don’t know how
much so.... The reality would have been white/Jewish people became even more aggressive
and hostile to black people in the West. Some White people got sold this idea because on the
surface it would appear to make White people look bolder and stronger than black people.
The White population as a whole did not know this and that it went deeper than that. Now
you know... why...they are doggedly after my tail.
If the KKK Mooners/Earthers and KKK blue Neanderthals condition for Re the Sun god is
to hope he crys and after stressful attritive provocation and irritation at each interaction was
applied to Re and for 20 years then Re’s condition for them is that they BLEED and BLEED
for 20 years ignoring all their quick effeminate baby like crying pleas for mercy.
Be not deceived all the other races too envy us ( for our abundant natural resources and
human potential) and indeed had high level top secret plans to wipe us out. There is
documentation. It is known so do not give them the excuse. Remember i did say FEW
terrible terrible examples periodically...... protected by visors and with traditional African
pounding pestles .....mash them up..
Again we have a right to exist and live without attracting Amun based concealed
disparagement, hostility and wickedness from others. We are a people who are entitled to
walk and talk with our heads held high. We should be respected too. We will be respected
again like it once was before.....too black too strong.
And so we are going our own way. As a people as a race as diverse as we may be we are
still one people and of African descent.
The racist structure has always been White on top, Asians in the middle and blacks at the
bottom. This racist structure was put in place in Africa by the Colonists however in
Uganda/Africa the western vilified Idi Amin kicked against it and drove Asians out of
Uganda, this was in the 70’s.
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Whites/Jews with the KKK Amun ideology and ... which they infused in western
society/culture together with the coming infestation have ensured the future would be
Europe for Europeans and Africa for Africans because we black people are not staying for
more of..........
Slavery + Colonisation + Imperialism + Globalisation = Gross Total Cannibalistic Exploitation

No way! The plan is to transit and embark upon an Exodus back to Africa. A slow but sure
move/migration. Again because of our poor and bad treatment at the hands of White
people of European descent has been just too much. We are moving away and we are
moving on. Never, never, never again to allow ourselves to be exploited, subjugated or
worse by you or other races. There has been too much history between our people and it’s
been parasitically bad with you exploiting us.
In the face of today’s realities in Africa my advice would be to have a structured and
systematic disengagement/withdrawal plan from other continents/races and focusing and
concentrating our time and attention on ourselves in Africa.......
We really don’t need anybody. Between Nigeria, Egypt and South Africa alone we have got
it all. I mean Man power- skilled or unskilled. I also mean company/industry expertise and
then natural resources. It’s all there. We really don’t need anybody else. People are just
being lazy and need a re-waking to their responsibilities. They can source things in Africa.
Africa has got it all.
And now that we know the moral less moon boys have been fragrantly printing paper
money all along......touche! We owe it to ourselves in Africa to rethink and strategise
armed with all this information. The vision and plans are here....so. Move Guys move! We
are Africans move.....whether light skinned or dark skinned... M-o-v-e!
Exodus from the West
The White population in the West is now well versed, praticised and skilled in KKK
ideology/spirituality and imposing its ills on us that’s why I strongly suggest/recommend
we go our way in a migrating exodus to Africa. Especially with the impending mad maggot
milk induced epidemic due to hit Britain and may be the rest of the West. It would leave
hordes of people baying for blood.
Too many people have been infested and there is a pending epidemic coming. And so
before the start of rioting in the streets. I did suggest blood tests and vital signs test to first
source these people out. For starters all security/Intelligence and Politicians and so called
Royals are high priority. News producers/presenters too should all be tested.
America - “The Art of the deal” hmmm.
The African Solution is a project I dreamt up which essentially is about the designing and
building of a modern Trans African Railway and Trans African Highway road system and
the reforestation of Africa with the promise of seeing off the now increasing diasterious
effects of global warming.
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Oprah Winfrey and Bill Cosby together with Iman of Somalia were entrusted the project
hoping at the right time I guess, to make the project popularly known to America and the
American President.
I am sure both, Oprah Winfrey and Bill Cosby have met your President, President Trump,
maybe even Iman of Somalia. If so, I feel It is time you all meet him again. We are
fortunate he is a successful business man and knows the value of a project of this magnitude
and significance.
Truth be told as a University undergraduate of decades ago I was a fan and got a copy of his
book - The art of the deal. I cannot stress this more this is business and State business and
should be divorced of any KKK ideology or considerations. After all we are talking of a
project to be situated in present day Black Africa.
It gives fantastic advantageous economic, political and popular leverage to the President.
And we cannot pretend to be naive...on the surface it could be used digressionally as a
decoy taking the public’s attention from the turbulent racial climate and on the other hand
it promises to lead a hand to help pull America out of its present economic mess.
Understandably a project like this comes with some conditions e.g......
1. The official introduction of the subject of 400 years of transatlantic slavery in the
American school curriculum.
2. Revisiting the issue of reparation and restitution which one time Yoruba/Nigerian
Presidential aspirant and millionaire Monshood Abiola championed in America.
And even the circumstances surrounding his sudden and mysterious death and right
in front of American Thomas Pickering and Susan Rice.
3. Official support in bridging the gap between black people in Africa, America, the
Carribean and black people in the rest of the diaspora.
4. High quality documentary programs investigating contemporary life and death of
Black Americans.....sadily there have been too many of them. From Bill Crosby’s son,
Tupac Shakur and to the more recent Whitney Houston, her daughter, Prince,
Michael Jackson....
5. Taking care of the problem that is Muhammed Buhari the present President of
Nigeria who had well documented plans and on TV to completely wipe out
Nigerians of other ethnic tribes/nationalities.
6. A “kind” look at my present situation. It has been clearly documented and is known.
It’s far from the best.
7. Officially making public my discovery – English, the language of the gods.....
.......more well thought out conditions will come.
I did suggest to you/America in the years 2001 -2003 you could raise again like the phoenix
and to “greatness.” I try to keep my promises. Make America great again happens to be
your mantra Mr President and so here we are......but it’s strictly business with conditions
which is the international conventional tradition.
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This deal is great for America. This deal is great for you. Re: Matthew 6:33. Raising your
popularity to crazy heights. Hopefully we are sensibly accommodated. Or we may be
forced to take our business elsewhere like China? Or even keep it in-house in Africa and
forget our bond with Black people in America?
The official introduction of the subject of 400 years of transatlantic slavery in the American
school curriculum may initially appear to be a bitter pill to swallow but really and truly it
helps that it is publicly officially acknowledged and made known. The simple act of its
introduction and at the elementary stages in children’s school life you will find it is easy for
kids to take in, .....as kids are known to be without prejudices. And it allows them time to
dwell and empathise growing up with the subject matter on their minds. This down the
line would lead to and foster better race relations in racially turbulent America.
This suggestion could be taken up all across the West and indeed the rest of the world as
there is a need for it. If you all think this is coming out too easily. Well I should honestly
say it’s being a problem that I have thought about and coincidently had the fortune of living
the experience and therefore know it works. Re: My Nigerian School education.
The Way We Roll.....
Where we are as Black people is strictly for self preservation and survival. It is now in our
interest to keep to ourselves. Or the interracial relationships will prove difficult or too
stressful to maintain. This is factual unbiased common sense. I am not judging or
condemning, just letting you know with the hostile climate and history created by the White
KKK Moon boys it is definitely not a happy day for race relations.
And please do not take out your frustrations on me. I was the one who would have loved to
dance privately with naked beautiful nymphs of all races. Yeah, you know it’s true. The
reality of today dictates – No way! Or else sadly, false rape accusations from KKK White
women is expected. Re: Footballers who have youth, money and fame.
And yes it is part and parcel of the KKK training manual or isn’t it? So what then is the
special attraction to White women? Black Guys, be careful.... be wise, why risk a rape
charge if things go soar in the relationship?
It is at this point I introduce the sudden and ridiculous barrage of false accusations and
charges which Bill Cosby has been burdened with. Nearly all by White women against Bill
Cosby who stood up for decent family values in America. Iman of Somali who knows him
should clearly state before an international press conference that at the level Bill Cosby
normally operates those women were non starters and poor choices and would have gladly
BEGGED to be in his bed.
The idea was to defame an all time great role model and positive image of a black family
man. These false accusations and charges could easily be quashed and destroyed with Iman
of Somalia’s contribution before an international press conference. This Guy has obviously
been a bullied target and victim of well resourced KKK White/Jewish Supremacists.
This also was sadly and regrettably expressed in the killing of his well loved son years
before. And to the point if i remember correctly he was denied the grace and dignity of
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burying his son in peace...at his burial ....that too had to be rubbished as he was rudely
disturbed even then and there ...... The information is out there Guys! Check it out, he has
had it hard. He deserves much much better.
And so this bullying non sense and of a black man of stature and of clean repute has to stop.
This matter is not for further discussion it is for action. Terrible, terrible examples have to be
made.....Period!
I figured Bill Cosby needs leverage and more relevance to help him see off the obviously
false charges/accusations. It is why the African Solution project has now been entrusted to
him, Iman of Somalia and Oprah Winfrey. The women have to rally round him and they
have to do their bit in both dealing with the false charges/accusation and in bringing public
attention to the African Solution project . Then there is African Solutions Projects official
commissioning and more...
People, I have to say this is a very very attractive and financially rewarding project for you.
There is a lot of power and privilege attacted to a project like this. It easily puts you all up
there as one of the most powerful and influential people on the face of the planet.
The promise is for Bill Cosby to get 30 percent share, Iman of Somalia to get 10 percent share
and Oprah Winfrey to get 10 percent share. I get the rest.
The Politics of Nigeria
What the world doesn’t know the average Hausa fulani Northerner who is has been in
control of Nigeria the longest time has a well masked inferiority complex and that’s why he
loves to lord and god over southerners of Nigeria like the Yorubas and even bullying and
killing them. Re: One time Presidential aspirant Monshood Abiola and his wife Kudirat
Abiola.
It should be remembered that Kudirat Abiola was assassinated in Lagos at about the time
she was about to go on safe self exile to Canada. It was done using the resources of the
federal government of Nigeria. It was done by yet another Northern military Government
which featured Abacha and a lowly but well financially compensated orderly..., a Northern
military major called Mustapha.
He is still alive today and walks around Nigeria smiling with arrogant pride with the
reputation of killing of all things a Yoruba/African woman. And this is a soldier?......wow!
Come meet me...I go beat you run enter bush...(Pidgin)......
Then there is the issue of Northerners into paedophilia and telling us arrogantly its Islamic
and therefore permissible despite it being clearly against Nigerian law. We, the rest of the
country who are not only offended by the issue of paedophilia have to endure the
provocative incitement of a Northern Senator called Senator Ahmed Yerima who then has
fellow Northerners rallying round him making him out to be some kind of strong man and
not a sick one. He too still walks around proudly and defiantly in the North.
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And that is a good example of why we have to go back to regionalism because our cultures
and values and religion are very very different.
And there is me, a detribalised product of a federal college that is based in the
North/Kaduna. And who genuinely enjoyed making friends there. Only to grow up write
a paper like – English, the language of the gods.....that attracted their envy and to the point
that the Northern controlled military made it a point of duty and for 20 years to destroy me
and my family..
The North/hausa used the Military of the country to embark on a 20 year old secret
campaign to destroy my whole family. It was done behind my back with members of my
family deceived and sworn to secrecy and some leaned on and intimidated and threatened.
This is why I would never advocate for the present monolithic political structure of Nigeria
of today where one mad man at the top then commands the direction of the entire nation.
Common sense dictates the options are Regionalism or the North and South split.
It is the fear/temptation of war that is more than likely to happen if the North and south
divide I am concerned about. I am being responsible here. The thought of “no victor no
vanquished” serves to alleviate fears and wins back confidence and security quick in the
nation. It doesn’t mean anything to me but I am no fool. It had/has to be resoundingly reapplied again.
That has being my sacrifice to the Nigerian project. There will be no more of it. I am an
author and researcher - no more. The Nigerian military intelligence and others had no right
or basis of engaging with me or my family. They had no business what so ever doing that.
It is unlawful and it is illegal.
KKK have studied and used White/moon and red/earth oracular consultation and know
that these ones are pro white. The red one is deadlier and would/could lead one into a
trap/cage by pretending to be ones friend. Red also has the power of foreknowledge. They
have been riding the white and red one. I do not know how they are packaged but it is
known the white and red one may lie and pretend to be the black one.
The Hausa’s/Hausa Fulani have always used and followed the white one. It is the secret
reason why the British gave power to them. Remember the White has now turned Red and
is even more deadly. Re: Revelation 6:12.
You should know the North/hausa has been white ka , the East/Igbo has been red ka and
the West/Yoruba..black ka which again is a personality characterisation formular which
tallies with White, Red and Black oracular consultation. See my Facebook post of 23 April
2020 ..........
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The KKK structure in Nigerian military has been Hausa muslim ( White ka) on top. Hausa
Christian below them. And then depending on the target it alternatives between using an
Igbo ( Red Ka) collaborators or Yoruba ones. All subscribing to kkk ideology which I have
said is viciously pro white and wickedly anti black. And It has no business adopted in
Africa talkless by our security services. It is an unforgivable betrayal on their part to us the
people who they are swore to protect...... which should be met with their immediate
dismissal from the services and prompt execution.
They are too high a security risk to be treated any other way. It should be noted they all
operate in secret and are highly organised and function as a group. It is recorded on
Nigerian TV news where Garba Shehu in a well known political figure in Muhammed
Buhari’s Government and a few others came out boldly with a call – “EC stay out of it!”
The intent was unbelievably and clearly true. There had been a long standing plan by
Northerners to wipe out other ethnic nationalities/tribes. Re: Ethnic cleansing.
It was a rude and horrible shock to my system and one I would never forget watching Garba
Shehu on TV. Muhammed Buhari’s Government is a major major security risk to Nigeria
and to the whole West African coast. The hatred and contempt that came out of Garba
Shehu when he made that statement is for me totally totally out of this world......I would not
cheapen it wih a wow! It’s definitely a hausa – Kai! ( Hausa exclamation for unbelievable.)
Nigerians we have to be very very careful oh! Buhari rides completely with the well hidden
cushioned code of KKK ideology and spirituality which on the surface of it appears Islamic
but really is Amun/Amoon based and luciferian. It consists of ritualisitic secret connivances
and then there is human sacrifice to ward off misfortune and death.
Goodluck Jonathan is clearly the only contender in the opposition who stands head high
above others. His people are of the rich oil giving Niger Delta region of Nigeria and the
most downtrodden and pauperised as they are peddled in unevenly large numbers into
prostitution in Italy/Europe. He has past experience in Government as a President and he
appears very importantly unsoiled, unspoilt and untouched by foul foreign hands and
minds. He is of a younger generation, a Christian and the one to throw in your lot with.
Endorse him and please give him your support. Or else the alternative may be a
tumultuous and chaotic – Good bye Nigeria! He should remember also its Regionalism or
bust. All other talk like restructuring is shenaniganistic Turenchi. (Hausa exclamation for
bullshit)
What should have been given to them as the rich oil giving region by the rest of Nigeria
should have been a Dubai, in terms of developmental standard. And so the expectation
now for his region is Dubai as a standard. Nothing less......Other regions in the country have
Oil too. The same standard of development is expected for them too......
Again sadly and truthfully it should be said the Hausas/Fulani/North have been a cause to
the black race because you Hausas/North held down the potential of the most populous
black nation on earth. Re: Amun followers via moon oracular consultation.
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Even the far seeing prestigious tube/underground rail service project of Lagos/Nigeria of
the 80’ that was initiated by the Lateef Jakande/Yoruba democratic government to help curb
traffic congestion of then and more so of the future. And how it got terminated by a
Northern/Hausa military Government who it was found took orders from Jews here in
London. And then there was the Lagos action plan (again of the 80’s ( A brilliant
progressive plan} that met the same fate by the same people...Jews it was confessed publicly
on TV. Re: Edwina Currie. It ended in the dustbin of our history.
People in the developing world for other reasons are proud of projects like this as it again
boosts and or reinforces the pride of the people. And you can be certain it was seen for what
it was here in London and stopped and for that reason alone.
Strategically curbing the confidence of the people to collectively believe in themselves.
These things should be seen for what they are sabotaging the pride, will and progressive
aspirations of the people to aspire to better things and to a higher level and standard of
living.
Truth be told the confidence and belief in Nigerians was being systematically eroded and
had been so damaged that some people who looked back at the colonial era looked at it with
fond nostalgia and wished it back again. It is also true that the old colonial masters had
plans to re-colonise Africa and no doubt worked towards it.
Sadly In my personal and recent experience Igbos have proven to be a real letdown and
disappointment. They have become nasty, envious and bitter in the face of my painful trials
and seeming successes. They knew all they needed to know still yet they were ready to trade
their morals, values and even their souls for white/Jewish money.
The last straw for me was when recently conspiratorially an Igbo Doctor called Dr Jude
Chukuma got me sectioned to go into a mental hospital and another Igbo Doctor called Dr
Jude Ezeomwufa was ready and at hand at the hospital to antagonise me at meetings at each
and every turn. He even introduced himself at my initial meeting with him quoting and
referring angrily to my Facebook ambition of wanting to be Governor of Western Nigeria.
He delivered this also as a cruel joke making me know he knew all the issues still yet he was
spitefully and sarcastically spitting out we would make very good friends.
In return I ask all Governments of the world and particularly Ghanaian and South African
who are always complaining about troublesome Nigerians into drugs peddling and other
crimes in their countries by Nigerians.......to please always identify these Nigerians by their
names and their ethnicity/tribe. And you would find they are not law abiding
Yorubas......Those that nearly always give the rest of us Nigerians bad names/reputations
abroad are known. And they are also known to be very money hungry and land grabbing.
Nobody goes to their region but they comfortably and even challengingly claim land in
others as theirs. And as we say here in Britain In simple colloquial terms, they really really
take the piss.
I may still have to keep playing an overriding strategic role of concern hintingly guiding and
directing Igbos occasionally from a distance. Re: Facebook. The overriding concern owing
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to the fact that if they lose control they could end up being a nuisance and populating
Yoruba land. Other than that I completely wash my hands off them and their affairs.
The truth simply is we, Yorubas rock and Northerners/Hausa and Easterners/igbos of
Nigeria do not like us for it. We have produced our fair share of educated Guys of grit,
attitude and swagger. And English men do not like us for that too.. ..
Again truthfully there are types in Yoruba land. Look at the present day Alaafin lamidi
Adeyemi aka shoyoyo. He is a type and he is what we use to call as kids.....Bush, and never
on their game. An OP (Off point) guy. He is another ugly monster that looks like a motor
park tout who tried to have me destroyed/killed. He is also a traitor to the Yoruba race as
he is pro-Buhari/North. Please steer clear of him.
Prof Wole Soyinka is another type. Truthfully in his youth definitely an educated Yoruba
Guy of grit, attitude and swagger. And his type gave birth to my type. But he too tried to
have me destroyed/killed. He has betrayed all that he once represented to us in
Yorubaland. Truthfully again he is now KKK and pro North/Buhari. It took a lot for me to
get my head around that. He was once a role model. Sad.....but true.
But still yet I got to salute you my people – Too black, too strong. Great is who we are.
Great is what we will be. And so as I have said before, it was a suicide mission and just in
case it goes wrong and I am called home - Think fondly of me as I of you.......
I knew I was Eshu/A-Shoe when in London at about 1998.....and as a devout practising
Christian I got spiritually informed I was the much misunderstood and maligned Yoruba
god. More information came later.
I hear I am also being called Nel as in the lead character in the Matrix film. Blade – The
ultimate in Vampirism in Wesley Snipes films and even the real Black Panter. I am flattered,
I have to say my name again is Tolu or Toluwalase which means Gods sceptre of authority
in Yoruba language/Nigeria.
Thank you.....
Aluta continua – The struggle continues.....
The Sceptre. Re: Revelation 2:27, Revelation 12:5
Toluwalase Oladimeji – Author, English the language of the gods.
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